
Erle Fairly had all of the nec-
essary skills to be a success in 
real estate long before he decided 
to dedicate his time to helping 
buyers and sellers to achieve 
their goals. For starters he’d been 
President of FarmLinks at Pursell 
Farms, a company with 100+ 
employees, for nearly a decade. 
He’d also served as Director of 

JH Ranch for many years. Moreover, the Auburn graduate 
had a lifelong passion for serving others, which continues 
to this day. To boot, he counted legendary Alabama Real 
Estate Broker and entrepreneur Tommy Brigham as both a 
friend, and trusted mentor. Thus when Tommy approached 
him about forging a career with his newly launched ARC 
Realty, Erle was willing to listen.

“When Tommy pitched me, I agreed to get my license, 
but needed six months to wrap up my other obligations,” 
he says. True to his word, by July of 2013, Erle had fully 
transitioned to a full time REALTOR®, but set modest goals 
for himself. “I set a goal of closing two deals by the end 
of 2013,” he says humbly. By the end of the year, he’d 
surpassed that goal. Moreover, by the end of his first full 
year in real estate in 2014, he had closed a whopping 30 
transactions totaling roughly $9 Million.

Erle attributes his immediate success to a number of factors. 
“I had business skills and relational skills from my previous 
positions. I had confidence that the company would be a 
success, and I loved being involved with people again. 
Instead of being the President of a company, I am involved 
on the ground level, helping others to make very emotional 
decisions. I love being a trusted source for people, and 
helping them to understand exactly what is going on, and 
what reasonable expectations are for the process.” 

He was also strategic from the beginning. “I went in with my 
eyes wide open, knowing that it can take 18-24 months to get 
established. I started right away with my broad network and 
database of contacts. I spent a lot of time writing personal 
letters, and having lunch with people, explaining why I had 
made the change,” he explains.

Everything that Erle did worked better than he had expected. 
He has worked with both first time home buyers and those 

who are selling million dollar homes. “Over the past two 
years, I have helped someone with a $57,000 home, and 
someone with $1.3 million dollar home. They are all 
rewarding in their own ways. Helping a first time home 
buyer who needs 100% financing is incredibly fulfilling. I 
do work with a lot of the higher end homes, but I’m not 
shutting the door on others.” 

As far as marketing high end homes is concerned, Erle 
spares no expense. “I do a variety of traditional marketing, 
coupled with a lot of online marketing. In today’s day and 
age it’s not enough to use the MLS, signs, and host open 
houses. My listings are on Trulia, Zillow, etc. ARC is also 
a member of the Luxury Real Estate Group and Leading 
Real Estate Companies of the World. We use these to get 
our listings into national relocation sectors, so that we can 
target buyers moving into town, who are looking for high 
end homes.” Of course, given Erle’s extensive business 
background, he tracks, analyzes, and uses metrics to see 
which marketing avenues are resulting in the best exposure 
of hislistings. 

As far as his goals for the future are concerned, Erle is on 
target to sell nearly $15 million in real estate in 2015. In the 
coming years he plans to grow his business, while continuing 
to learn how to balance a thriving real estate career with 
other commitments such as coaching his son’s basketball 
team, serving as Executive Director for the Pursell Institute, 
a foundation which assists an incredible 30 non-profit and 
charitable organizations, and spending time with wife and 
son. “I see so much opportunity,” he says.
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For more information about Erle Fairly,  
email efairly@arcrealtyco.com, call 205.807.2500, 

or visit www.erlefairly.com


